




PRESENTING THE COLLECTIONS 

0. M. Yastrehova 

RECONSTRUCTION AND DESCRIPTION 
OF MIRZA MUl;IAMMAD MUQiM'S COLLECTION 

OF MANUSCRIPTS IN THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF RUSSIA 

The reconstruction of the Mirza Mul:iamrnad Muqlm's col
lection was started with a Persian manuscript containing 
several works on Sufism (call number PNS 39). It drew our 
attention thanks to the list of partly abriged book-titles 
written in a nice small-size nasta 'liq. The writing is enti
tled: ._}JY. Lo ..::........~ ~\JS IS"L...,I ("Names of the books 
that have been in our possession") (fol. 1 b ). 

Besides, the owner of the manuscript has marked fols. 
2b and 447a with the prints of his two seals dated by 
1273/1856-57 and 127811861-62 and containig his 
name - Mul)ammad Muqlm. The small treaties in the 
margins of fols. 2b--89a and 302a-303b are written by 
the same hand as the list on fol. 1 b. They are dated by dif
ferent months of the year 128511868-69, the full name of 
the transcriber is given as Mirza Mul:iammad Muqlm b. 
Mul)ammad Amln-jan Kishi. On fol. 2a he writes about the 
acquisition of the manuscript which "used to go from one 
hands to another" until he bought the book containing the 
work by ~lusayn Wa'i~ Kashiff (d. 910/1504-05) entitled 
Rasha(1at ·ayn al-(wyat highly appreciated and admired by 
him. In addition he calles himself "the most neglected dog" 
of the klnl'ajagan (the history of this Siiff order is described 
in Kashifi's work). 

Thus, we can see that Mirza Muhammad Muqlm b. 
Mul:iammad Amln-jan Kishi has left quite many traces of 
l11s ownership of the manuscript. The question arose 
whether it was possible to find other manuscripts from his 
collection listed on fol. 1 b of PNS 39 (29 items). While at
tributing these manuscripts we used the owner's inventories 
( 4 more such lists slightly differing from that of PNS 39 
were found in other Mul:iammad Muqlm's books), as well 
as his seal-prints. It turned out that a greater part of this 
collection was preserved till now in the National Library of 
Russia (NLR). 

The seal-prints belonging to Muhammad Muqlm are of 
three types: 

1) the first one, the earliest and at the same time the 
simplest in decoration, has the shape of a rectangular meas
ured 0.9 x 1.2 cm. It bears the inscription "Mul:iammad 
Muqlm" in naskh and the date 1273 ( 1856-57); 

2) the second one, dated by 1278( 1861-62), is an 
oval, its area being 1.4 x I. 7 cm, with an eight-pointed star 
and with the words in nasta 'liq: ..::........).Jl.IJ ~ ~ 
("Mul)ammad Muqlm is daghdar" (branded or broken
hearted)); 

3) the last seal is oval-shaped with nasta 'liq inscription 
"Mirza Mul:iammad Muqlm 1279". The area of the seal is 
1.4 X 1.7 cm. The date corresponds to A. D. 1862-63 (see 
Appendix I). 

In two other manuscripts, PNS 198 and PNS 321, all 
the three types of seal-prints are used, the fact confim1ing 
that all of them could belong to one person. 

23 manuscripts from Mirza Mul:iammad's library with 
his seal-prints or other signs left by the owner are found in 
the National Library of Russia, five of them having the 
owner's brief inventories. In the present paper we give a ta
ble of the identified manuscripts with their descriptions as 
they were given in different lists. These descriptions are 
usually very short, comprising an abridged title of the work 
(or works) in the book. Sometimes the owner mentions the 
name of the author, copyist, presence of illustrations or il
lumination, the beauty of the script, and the size of the MS: 
if the manuscript is of dimensions like TNS 9 or PNS 1, the 
owner mentions that it is qj.;J-9J - of double-folio size 
(see Appendix 2). 

Some of the manuscripts in question had been previ
ously identified in the Catalogue by G. P. Kostygova (1] as 
belonging to the "Kaufman collection". Their description 
was given in the Library's Printed Report of 1871. That 
year 98 manuscripts were transferred to the Imperial Public 
Library (at present NLR) by K. P. von Kaufman, the gov
ernor-general of Turkestan in 1867-1882. All these manu
scripts were partly found in ilie Palace of bek after the cap
ture of the town of Shahrisabz, and partly bought by 
A. L. Kun whose commission was to collect manuscripts, 
other hand-written documents and ethnographic materials 
in Central Asia (2]. Description of only 25 of the 98 above 
mentioned manuscripts are given in the Report, 8 of them 
originate from the Muhammad Muqim's collection, namely 
PNS 175, PNS 309, PNS 192, PNS 180, PNS 285, PNS 
219, PNS 205, PNS 315 [3]. 

We can, therefore, assume that the whole Mirza 
Muqlm's collection was in Shahrisabz at the time when the 
town was captured by the Russian troops. Thus we fix the 
date of the entrance of all the manuscripts of the 
Mul:iammad Muqlm's collection, including those not men
tioned in the Report. 

From the dated owner's marks we can also judge about 
the approximate time of Mul:iammad Muqlm's ownership of 
the collection. All the marks, including dates of the seals, 
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were made between 1856 and 1869. He was certainly a 
book-lover, judging by the fact that all his manuscripts 
were carefully wrapped in cloth. Below we give the de-

scription of manuscripts from the collection of Mirza Mul_J 
ammad Muqfm b. Mul_Jammad Amfn-jan Kishi, following 
the order of titles in PNS 39's list. 

1. PNS 20 

The manuscript is entitled in the list as I.;)'.)-" ~ 
· L..t..i ..o.. < · · .b..i:..... :o~ (PNS 39) - IS..i..11 - .lb.""'"' u ..,-- ~..>' . v:- ' ~ ~ ...=--
~ I.;)'.,,_,. ..::.~ .}y b ~..i (PNS 169), etc. It is 
to be found in all the five lists. The title's translation is 
"Commentary on Qur'an (lafsir) "The Gardens of the 
Truth" by Mawlana Mu'fn and copied by his own hand". 

III+ 152 fols., 29.0 X 18.5 cm. Thick Oriental paper, 
31 lines per page. Persian text of the commentary is written 
in nasta 'liq, black ink; Arabic phrases are in naskh, in red 
ink. The titles of the Siiras are in large-size thuluth, red or 
black ink with black diocritical marks. The codex has a 
nineteenth-century Central Asian binding and seems to 
have been in a very poor condition before the restoration: 
some folios at the end of the manuscript are missing, while 
the first ones are badly damaged. It looks as if the book was 
lacking a binding for a Jong time. All folios are more or less 
damaged by damp. On fols. 12lb and 149a the dates of 
completion of the corresponding parts of the Ta/sir 
are given. 

Mu'fn al-Din b. Sharaf al-Din Hajji MuJ:iammad Farah! 
Harawf is known as the author of the commentaries on the 
Siiras Yusuf and Fatiqa and of the book named Ma 'arij al
nubuwwa. The tafsir on the above-mentioned Siiras was 

intended to be a part of the work titled lfada 'iq al-qaqa 'iq. 
But this manuscript contains only commentaries on Siiras 
al-Ra 'd, Ibrahim, al-lfijr, al-Na qi, Bani lsra 'ii, al-Ka hf, 
Maryam (only the beginning). All of these commentaries 
are not mentioned in Storey's reference-book [4]. The 
authorship is anyway confirmed by colophons: on fols. 29a 
and 121 b. In both cases the first part of the author's laqab 
(al-Mu'fn) had been first erased and then written again in 
different hand. Besides in commentary on Siira Bani Isra 'ii 
(fol. 74b) the author mentions that he wrote a great deal 
about Mi 'raj in his book called Ma 'arij al-nubuwwa. 

Two dates concerning the copying of the MS are given 
in the text- 13 MuJ.iarram 911 /16 July 1505 (fol. 12lb) 
and 23 Rabi' I 911124 August 1505 (fol. 149a) - that is, 
shortly after the author's death. The manuscript may have 
been copied from some autograph, since the colophon on 
fol. 121 b states that the ta/sir was written in the hand of 
its compiler: ..I.!,~ ~fl! ~~I o.iA> ~ ~ ~_, 

.~l~I . ~I ~I~ Lll_, u...~ 
There are MuJ.iammad Muqfm's seal-prints, of the first 

and second types, on fols. 121 b and l 49a, and one more 
seal-print on fol. 130b belonging to Mfr 'Umar b. Mulla 
Mfr Dust and dated by 1115 / l 703-04. 

2. PNS 194 

In the list of PNS 39 it is described as '-"""')'! ..::.b..ii 
~ CS~ ("Nafaqat al-uns most beautifully written"), 
other lists add: <W~ y_p-:> y-u lJ y-u ("having frames 
from the beginning to the end") in PNS 169 and u-o~I 
I.SY-:" ..i.e.~ b ("in the best handwriting on mlrl paper") 
in PNS 281 and 321. 

III+ 556 +II fols., 23.5 X 12.0 cm. White, glossy Ori
ental paper, 15 lines per page. Beautiful calligraphic 
nasta 'liq, the titles are in naskh, in red ink. 'Unwan on 
fol. 11 b. The MS has a binding of red leather with a flap, 
stamped central medallion, pendants, and frame. 2 blank 
leaves at the beginning and 4 at the end. 

This compound manuscript represents a collection 
containing the jihrist of the Nafaqat al-uns by 'Abd al
RaJ:iman Jami (817-898/1414-92) (fols.11>--IOa), Jami's 
work itself (fols. l la-554a), and 'Abd al-Ghafiir Lari's 
Supplement to the Nafaqat al-uns written in the margins by 

the same scribe. The text of Jami's work is enclosed in a 
gold frame. The text in the margins is decorated with geo
metrical and floral designs. 

Apart from two seal-prints of MuJ.iammad Muqfm 
(second type, fols. I lb, 556b), there is one more seal-print 
on fol. IOa with the legend: "Mfr Ni'matallah b. Shah 
Awliya 1227" (the date corresponds to A.D. 1812). There 
are also several notes in the codex, which could have been 
left by MuJ.iammad Muqfm himself: 

fol. la: "Present at the majlis of Bahadur Khudayar bfk 
Kamil-jan, Baba-jan, Mirza Muqfm-jan"; 

fol. I (at the end): a prayer; 
fol. Illb: a prayer written by Mirza Muqfm and a note 

which reads that in ~afar 1286/May-June 1869 he do
nated I tanga and 3 mlrl to the Great mosque (ma~jid-i 
kalan). 

3. PNS 39 

The manuscript is described in the lists by its contents. 
In PNS 39 it is mentioned simply as ..::.b....t_; (Rashal1at), 
other lists mention the titles of the works contained in this 
compound MS. 

II+ 453 +II fols., 29.0 x 17.5 cm. White, glossy Ori
ental paper, 19 lines per page. Text in a gold and blue 

frame of about 19.0 X 8.2 cm. On fols. 304-453 area 
within the frame is scattered with gold. 

Claret-coloured muqawwa binding with gilt medallions 
and pendants. There are also stamped gilt medallions, pen
dants, and comer-pieces on the inner side of covers, which 
are painted in green, yellow, black, red, and grey. 
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Contents: 

I) fols. 2b-303a: Rashahat 'ay11 al-hayat by 'Air b. 
I:Iusayn al-Wa'i~ Kashifi. It was copied on 30 Jumada II 
1240119 February 1825 by 'Abd al-'Azfm b. 'Abd al
Mu "min Marghinanf (fol. 303a); 

2) fols. 304b--397b: Ma11aqib-i Ghawsiya by Mul).am
mad $adiq Shihabf Sa'df Qadir!. This is the biography of 
the qiidirlya order's founder, • Abd al-Qadir Gnanf, also 
copied by 'Abd al-'A~fm b. 'Abd al-Mu'min Marghinanf 
(fol. 397b); 

3) fols. 400b--497a: Shar~1-i lawa 'ih al-asrar, a com
mentary on Jamrs theological treatise the Lawa 'ih by 
'!mad al-DTn. Though the name of the scribe is lacking in 
the colophon, the commentary was obviously copied by the 
same person who transcribed the previous two works. 

There are several smaller treatises copied in the mar
gins by Mul).ammad Muqfm, the owner of the manuscript: 

1) fols. 2b-7b: Risa/a dar sharayi(-i dhikr, a treatise 
about dhikr in 11aqshba11diya order, by 'Abd al
Ral).man Jami, copied for Sayyid-zada, the ruler of Jnan, in 
Shawwal 1285/January-February 1869; 

2) fols. 7b-- l 3a: Risala-yi sharh-i baytai11-i Math11awl
yi Mall'lawl, a commentary by 'Abd al-Ral).man Jami on 
two bayts from Mawlana Rumrs (d. 67211273) poem 
Matlrnmvl-yi ma 'nawi). Copied in Shawwal 1285/ Janu
ary-February 1869; 

3) fols. !3a-15a: Risala-yi sharh-i bayt-i Amir Khus
raw Dihlawl, a commentary by 'Abd al-Ral).man Jami on 
one bayt by Amir Khusraw Dihlawf (d. 725/ 1325). Copied 
in Shawwal 1285/January-February 1869; 

4) fols. 15b--46b: Risala-yi dar sharh-i Ruba'iyyat, a 
commentary by 'Abd al-Ral).man Jami on his own 
Ruba 'iyyat. Copied in Shawwal; 

5) fols. 47a-82a: Sharh-i asma '-i Allah, a treatise on 
the names of Allah. Copied in Dhii'l-Qa'da 1285/Febru
ary-March 1869. (Mirza Mul).ammad Muqfm might be the 
author of the treaty) [5]; 

6) fols. 82b--89a: Risala-yi ta~awwuf, a writing on 
Sufism. Unfinished; 

7) fols. 302 a-303b: qa~lda and three ruba 'i on 
khwajagan. The writing comprises the date of completion 
of Rasha~1at. Copied by Mirza Mul).ammad Muqfm b. 
Mul).ammad Amfn-jan Kishi in 1285/ 1869. 

Besides these works there are several poems on fols. I a 
(one of them in Mul).ammad Muqfm's hand) and on 447b--
453b. This codex, purchased in Sha'ban 1285/ 1868-69, 
must have been very dear to its owner, who praises the 
work containing in it (Rashahat 'ayn al-hayat) as follows 
(fol. 2a): 

cs-! fa <15.i.Y. HAo <U.LJJ ~I ..:_,~ ~ .. ).l .J.i 

¥1 ..:_,W..._,.J.i ~.il:. .::....c.lb:i.u..I JI JL:. ._,.,.._y. .J .::....c.~ 

.J ~ ~ 0-1.I ~ ~ lj->=" ~.) .µ.JI~ ..,_u..ill 

~ -::..4.~ .>! r.S~ <IS I.) ~ ~IP. o.iy.wi 

r.S4-ilc. 0-'.J-a .J '5~ ..:_,~ly. d~ doJk 

.J .::.u_.,I ~I ~ <lll J.~.J ~.;.l ~W:..o ~fa-" 

.;A .J .,.,41.; ~US ~I ~Lp.JI <fl.- -::..6......ty ~ 

..:_,l).J.J~ t.s~ ._;! JI ylii~ ~....>"'-'5 ..:_,i hi! 

.::..* ._;....).i ._,.,,ho 0-1.I ..:_,ly \.-4 ~ .::.u_.,.l.! .::.u_.,.i 

..:,IS...... JI ..:,.;..}LS 1.).iy. '-""")1..:..1 ~_, JI <IS ~ 

>! I.) ~le. 4.ii.U. 0-1.I ~ ~.) .J <l:U.11.i ..:_,~ly. 

(.J.) (5..U.......~ ..l._\.04 .;....J:.~ .iy. ~ CY 
.Ji.; 4 .::.u_.,I 0-1.I .J.i .::..~ ~ <IS ..:_,ly_j.e (_,:;..g>! 

.).i ~ ~Y- .).i <IS .i)..l._\.a ..\._\.QI .i_,..~ r.S).J..>~ ..:..4-
.iy.t~"..>"j 

Mul).ammad Muqfm's seal-prints, of first and second 
types, are seen on fols. 2b and 447a. There is also an in
ventory of his library on fol. I b. 

4. PNS 198 

<lll ~ ~ ~1~1 ~ ~~'JI ~ 
("Sahifat al-ahkam tahqlq al-haram in ·r~matallah's hand"). 

56 fols., 24.5 X 18.0 cm. Oriental paper, 23 lines per 
page. Red and blue frame: 18.5 X 12.0 cm. Central Asian 
nasta 'liq, black ink. Arabic phrases in red. Copied in 
Rabi' I 1192/March-April 1777 by Mirza ·r~matallah 
Munshi al-Bukhari (fol. 56b). Brown leather binding with 
inscription in the pendants: 'amala Kamar bin 'Abd a/
Amin Mui/a. The cover is not attached to the MS. 

The MS contains the work on fiqh by Mul).ammad 
Sharif al-I:Iusaynf al-Bukhari Sahifat al-ahkam wa tahqlq 
al-haram. On fol. la there is an inventory of Mul).ammad 
Muqfm's collection (29 titles), and a note made in his hand. 
Here he writes of his high appreciation of this work in the 
very similar terms as in PNS 39 and mentions that the MS 
was bought for 12 dirhams. 

There are also Mul).ammad Muqfm's seal-prints of all 
the three types on fols. I a, I b, 2a, and 56b. 

5. PNS 286 

In the inventory mentioned as~ .il.).JI (..>-'-~"or (in 
PNS 281) .il.J.JI (y.1 ~. 

140 fols., 20.2 x 13.0 cm. Oriental paper, 13 lines per 
page. Text area: 14.0 x 7.0 cm. Nasta 'liq, black ink, the 
lines above the Arabic quotations in red ink. Copyied in 
1272 I 1855-56 (fol. 140b). The book contains Sharh-i 

Awriid-i fathiya, a commentary by Mul).ammad Ja'far 
Ja'farf on 'Air b. Shihab al-Din I:Iusaynf Hamadanrs 
(d. 78611385) Awriid-i fathiya. A muqawwa binding with 
coloured medallions. 

On fol. 140a there is a Mul).ammad Muqfm's seal-print 
of the first type. 
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6. PNS 169 

In PNS 39 mentioned as ,) .. .Sy ..i~ (SI) Jh<. 
("Malifil-ara by MaJ.uniid Turkman"). 

I+ 128 +I fols., 26.5 x 15.5 cm. Oriental paper, 
17 lines per page. Nasta 'liq, black ink, double red frame. 
Red lines above names, Arabic phrases and some other 
words. Headings of the chapters and the words ~ikayat, 
bayt, etc. in red ink. Green muqawwa binding with stamped 
medallions and pendants. In the pendants there is an in
scription: Faqlr-i qadir-i 'Ashiir Mu~ammad lfasan ... A~ 
mad/. 

The book contains a collection of entertaining stories 
divided into four chapters. On fol. Ia there is a title Malifil
ara written in a hand different from that of the basic text. 
Barkhwurdar b. Mal:uniid Turkman Farah! who lived in the 
reign of the Safavid ruler Sul\an J:Iusayn (1694-1722) is 
known as the author of the collection entitled Mahbiib al
qu/zlb. In the introduction to it the author writes that during 
several years, when living in Isfahan, he collected about 

four hundred stories in a book Malifil-ara which was di
vided into introduction, eight chapters and conclusion. Af
ter that Barkhwurdar Mahmiid Turkman lived in Farah, 
Harat, and Mashhad and finally had lost his book during 
one of the military campaigns. Then he compiled another 
book entitled Mahbiib a/-quliib. 

The present MS contains the stories that are found also 
in Turkman's Mahbiib al-quliib, though there are only four 
chapters, and neither introduction nor conclusion are pres
ent. The book begins directly with the story about Ma9miid 
GhaznawI and Ayaz, which is contained in the fourth bab 
of Mahbiib al-quliib's introduction. 

On the inner side of the upper cover of the binding 
there is an inventory (27 titles) written in Mu9ammad 
Muqlm's hand. The verses on fol. Ia-b are written in dif
ferent hand. 

Mu9ammad Muqim's seal-prints of the first and second 
types on fols. I b and l 28a. 

7. PNS 214 

In all of the lists is titled as J:ul..1 ..>~. 
286 fols., 26.0 x 15.5 cm. Glossy Oriental paper, 

17 lines per page. Nasta 'liq, black ink, headings in red ink. 

Green muqawwa binding with claret-coloured medallions 

and pendants. Both pendants and medallions bear inscrip

tions with dates. In medallions: ..il..~ '49~ \'I' o '\; in 

pendants: \'I''\ o Jb....::, ->..iWI ..l.+c )l.. ~- The dates are 

correspondingly 1843 and 1848--49. 

The MS contains the collection of entertaining stories 
compiled in 1060/1650 by Shaykh 'Inayatallah Kanbu 
(d. 1088/1677) (fols. 3b-283b). There are also a ghazal 
by Jami (fol. la); ruba'i and one bayt (fol. 2a); a poem by 
Nadlm (fol. 2a); several bayts by Bidil (1054-1133/ 
1644-1720) and a ghazal by Sa'Th (d. 1080/1670), the 
latter in Mu9ammad Muqlm's hand (fol. 3a); poems by 
Nawa'I (d. 906/1501) (fols. 284b-285a). 

One Mu9ammad Muqim's seal-print of the third type 
on fol. 3b. 

8. PNS 205 

In the inventories is given as .;L:.. <l.!1 .J.+c ~_,b. 
I+ 352 fols., 25.5 x 15.5 cm. Mostly white Oriental 

paper, but also leaves of blue Russian paper with the water
mark "1819". 17 lines per page, nasta 'liq, black ink, head
ings in red ink. Copied in Dushanba-qiirghan in Rajah 
1241 /February-March 1826 (fol. 352a). A muqawwa 
binding of claret colour with green stamped medallions and 

pendants. The MS contains Sharaf-nama-yi Shah I by J:Iafiz 
Tanlsh b. Mir Mu9ammad al-Bukhari, which deals with the 
history of 'Abdallah-khan ShaybanI (991/ 1583-1006/ 
1598). 

One Mu9ammad Muqlm's seal-print of the third type 
on fol. 3b. 

9. TNS 9 

In all the five lists this MS is mentioned as 
cr-1.J-i -*"' <li.JJ ._9..1 .:_,ly....1. 

522 fols., 47.0 X 26.0 cm. Grey paper of local manu-
facturing, 25 lines per page. Calligraphic nasta 'liq, the text 
in two columns. Leather binding of crimson colour with 
stamped golden medallions and pendants, lettered: "'amal 

Mirza Fay<fallah ~a~~af'. Copied in 1281/1864-65 
(fol. 3a). 

The manuscript contains four Dlwans by Mir 'All-Shir 
Nawa'I (fols. lb-519b) and several poems by Mirza 
Mu9ammad Muqlm himself written in his own hand (see 
fig. I). 

10. PNS 1 

In the lists is given either as l+!l:i5 t.J-i _y.) ~ <ti ->J.J.l 

("Collection of different books of two-folio size") or as 
~ b ~-4 ~l:i5 t.J-i _y.) ~ ("Collection of dif
ferent works in the hand of this poor one"). 

445 fols., 54.0 X 31.5 cm. Glossy Oriental paper, 
29 lines per page. Nasta 'liq, the text is copied out in differ
ent hands. The area of the text: 35.0 x 19.0 cm. Blue and 

red frame. Copied in Shahrisabz (fol. 62) in 1281/1864-65 
(dates are on fols. 62a, 287a, 445b ). Crimson leather binding 
similar to that ofTNS 9 also made by Mirza Fayd-allah. ~ 

The codex contains the work by Mu'In al-Miskin 
Ma 'arij al-nubuwwa. The third ruqn of it and the part of 
the fourth ruqn are copied out by Mirza Muhammad 
Muqlm. His signiture is on fol. 287a, but the MS is. lacking 
his seal-prints. 
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11. PNS 309 

~U, Li)'_,.,, <t.:il..i~ (Timur-nama-yi Mawliina 
Hatifi) or simply <t.:il..i.)JA-!:l (Timur-nama). 

VI+ 156 fols., 21.5 X 14.0 cm. White Oriental paper 
scattered with gold, 13 lines per page. Calligraphic 
nasta 'liq, text is in two columns: 15.0 X 7.5 cm. Margins 
are of thinner white Oriental paper. Copied in Shawwal 
1000/July-August 1592 (fol. 156a). The codex has green 
leather backbone. The inner and outer sides of the binding 

has stamping. The binding is painted in red, green and gold 
(outer surface), and in claret and gold (the inner surface of 
the cover - central medallions alone). The name of the 
binder is 'Abd al-l:lakim b. Mulla Qalandar ~aJ:iJ:iaf. 

The book contains Timur-nama by 'Abdallah Jami 
Hatiff (d. 927 /1520-21). 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-prints of the second and 
third type on fols. 2a and l 56a. 

12. PNS 285 

.:,Lu.u__,;.....ty:.. ~.)..>_, ~ Y.:4 ~ ..,_,us ~ 
("Collection of different books by Mir 'Ali and other callig
raphers"). 

160 fols., about 23.5 x 14.0 cm. 
This book presents a number of extracts written in cal

ligraphic script and taken from different manuscripts - re
stored, remargined and bound. The collection starts with 
several samples of Chihi/ hadlth by Jami belonging to dif
ferent calligraphers: 

1) fols. 2b--8a: Chihil had/th by Jami copied by Majd 
al-Din ·Ali al-Qiisi in Jumada II 990/ June-July 1582 in 
Shiraz. 'Unwan on fol. 2b. Text is enclosed in frame: 
14.5 x 8.0 cm. Small and large-size nasta 'liq. After intro
duction three lines in Arabic with Persian translation 
(fols. 3b--8a) written (diagonally) between the lines. The 
space free from the text is decorated with floral scrolls and 
flowers designs against the gold and blue background. 
White margins of thick European paper. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-prints of the second and 
third type on fols. 2b and 8a; 

2) fols. 9a-14b: Chihil had/th by Jami. Yellowish 
Oriental paper, text area of pink Oriental paper: 
14.7 x 10.5 cm. Large-size nasta 'liq, Persian translation di
agonally between the lines, in black ink, tahrlr. Each page 
has three lines of Arabic text in red ink, with black diacriti
cal marks. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-print of the third type on 
fol. 14 b; 

3) fols. l 5b--20b: Chihil had/th by Jami copied by Mir 
Salih al-Katib. 21.5 x 13.0 cm, thick, blue Oriental paper 
~cattered with gold. Blue margins. Persian text in small-size 
nasta 'liq, each page has three lines in Arabic written in 
nasta 'liq of larger size. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-prints of the third type on 
fols. ! Sb and 20b; 

4) fols. 21 b--26b: Chihil hadlth by Jami copied by 
Muhammad Salih al-Katib. 'Unwan on fol. 2lb, margins of 
good Orient~) p·aper of different colours. Text area on 
fol. 21b: 15.5 x 8.5 cm, on other leaves: 16.0 x 8.5 cm. The 
text is arranged in the same way as in Nos. I and 2. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-print of the third type on 
fol. 26b; 

5) fols. 27b--42a: Ins ha 'yat copied in Heral in 
974/ 1566-1567. White Oriental paper, 15.3 X 8.0 cm, 
5 lines per page. Margins of red paper, calligraphic shi
kasta. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-print of the third type on 
fol. 42a; 

6) fols. 43b--48a: Du 'a-i Imam lfujjat al-Islam, a 
prayer by Imam Ghazali. Copied in Bakharz in Rama(lan 
995/August 1587 by Sulian MuJ:iammad Katib. On 
fols. 43b--44a - Persian introduction in naskh, enclosed 
in frame of golden floral scrolls. 'Unwan on fol. 43b. 
Fols. 44b--48a - large-size muhaqqaq, 5 lines per page. 
Creamy Oriental paper; about 15.0 X 9.5 cm (fols. 44-48), 
margins of blue Russian paper. Black and red ink. The 
verses are ornamented with golden rosettes (with red dots). 

Muhammad Muqim's seal-print of the first type on 
fol. 48a; 

7) fols. 49b--54a: du 'a and munajat copied by Sa'd al
Din Khuwaff in Rama(lan 998/July-August 1590. First 
and last lines in muhaqqaq, middle line in thuluth, golden 
and blue paint. The rest ten lines in small naskh, in black 
ink. The verses are ornamented with golden rosettes with 
red dots in the centre. The colophon on fol. 54a in tawql 
script. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-print of the third type on 
fol. 54a; 

8) fols. 55b--87b: Shar/1-i asma · Allah, copied in 
1249I1823-24. 

9 lines per page, calligraphic nasta 'liq, black ink. Some 
words in the text are in red colour. Text in gold and blue 
frame: about 15.0 x 7.0 cm. 

Three seal-prints on fol. 55a. Two of them are illegible. 
On one of them the legend can be discerned: "Sayyid 'Abd 
al-RaJ:iim b. Sayyid AJ:imad Khwaja, 1257". (The date of 
1257 corresponds to 1841-42). 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-prints of the second and 
third type on fols. 55b and 87b ; 

9) fols. 89b--93a: ~afar-nama-yi Buzurjmihr, one 
more sample of MuJ:iammad ~aliJ:i's handwriting. Large
size nasta 'liq, 7 lines per page: 15.5 X 9.0 cm. Pink paper 
scattered with gold. Margins of different colours, 'unwan 
on fol. 89b. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-print of the third type on 
fol. 93a; 

10) fols. 94b--l 13a: Fal-nama-yi Qur 'an-i majld, 
copied in the nineteenth century. 13 lines per page, gold 
and blue frame. On fol. 94b a nineteenth-century 'unwan 
(Iran?). 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-prints of the second and 
third type on fol. l l 3a; 

11) fols. 114 b--119a: Tulifat al-wuzara, which bears 
the name of 'Ali Mashhadi. Ta 'liq, 8 lines per page, 
'unwan, small chapters (bab) are separated by golden ro
settes. Margins of thick Oriental paper coloured in pink, 
yellow, and blue with golden splashes. 
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Mul)ammad Muqlm's seal-print of the third type on 
fol. 119; 

12) fols. 120b--13la: Risa/a dar mad~ammat-i bid'at. 
White Oriental paper, 13 lines per page. Nastaliq, black 
ink. The names, Arabic quotations, and some other words 
in red, blue, and gold. 'Unwan on fol. 120b. 

Mul)ammad Muqlm's seal-print of the third type is in 
fol. 13 la; 

13) fols. 13lb--133a: Tafslr al-abrar, copied by Mirza 
'Abd al-Rasiil b. Mirza Mul)ammad in 1269/ 1852-53; 

14) fols. 133b--157a: lfal-nama by 'Ariff, copied for 
the library of Sul!an Khwaja 'Abdl-Khwaja b. Khwaja Sa'd 
b. Khwaja Mul)ammad Islam by Fiilad Mul)ammad b. Yar 

Mul)ammad al-Bukhari in ~afar 1007 /September-Octo
ber 1598. 

Brown paper with golden semis, margins of blue Rus
sian paper, 12 lines per page. Calligraphic nasta 'liq. Text in 
two columns, within thin white, red, green, blue, and gold 
frame. Headings are in gold cartouches. On fols. 138a and 
l 53a there are two rather rudely painted miniatures. 

Three Mul)ammad Muqlm's seal-prints of the third type 
on fols. 133b and l 57a; 

15) fols. l 58b and l 59a: two mashqs, one of them 
signed by Mul)ammad Karim Shamlii, 1178/ 1764-65. 

A seal-print with the name of Mul)ammad Ibrahim and 
thedate-1188/1774-75. 

'Unwans on fols. 2lb, 43b, 89b, 133b. 

13. PNS 317 

~~ t" .::.Sy.t l.;)l,, ,)Y-..i or .:.Sy.t Li~_,,, ,),Y-..l 
~ ..>¥ ,)J-!...lJ ("Diwan by Mawlana Shawkat"). 

181 fols., 19.0 X 11.5 cm. Oriental paper, 13 lines per 
page. Text in two columns. Copied on 8 Rajah 1150/ 
I November 173 7. Muqawwa binding is also dated by 
1217 /1802-03, the name of the master is Mul)ammad 

Sharif sahhaf. The MS contains Diwan of Muhammad 
Isl)aq Bukhari (d. 1107 /1695-96) whose takhaliu!f was 
Shawkat (fols. la-170a). On fols. 170b--18lb there is a 
collection of poems by different authors, such as Shawkat, 
Mashrab (17th-18th centuries), Qasiml Dfwana (17th cen
tury), ~a'ib, Nii?im (d. 1081/1670), etc. 

14. ANS 243 

~I_,_:.. vWY-~ ._;:,.1->-"~l lLl. d~ 
("Salawiit shifii al-amraq in Yiinus Khwaja's hand"). 

I+ 148 +(IO blank) fols., 19.8 X 12.0 cm. European 
paper of blue colour and Oriental paper: 

fols. 1b--l6a - 5 lines per page in large-size 
nasta 'liq, black ink. Text in red, gold, and blue frame: 
16.5 x 9.0 cm. On fol. 16a there is the signature of Yiinus 
Khwaja; 

fols. 17b-- l l 6a - 9 lines per page, calligraphic 
nasta 'liq. Text in double golden, blue, and red frame, 
'1111\\'an on fol. l 7b. Copied by Yiinus Khwaja; 

fols. l l 7a-148b - small treaties, extracts, and frag
ments from different works on medicine, religion, ~wdlth, 
ta~awwuf, etc. Copied by Mul)ammad Muqlm. The dates 
are present: 1283/1866--67 on fols. l 18a, 137a, 14lb and 
1285/1868-69 on fol. 148b. 

The first part of the MS, transcribed by Yiinus Khwaja, 
contains the Siira Ya Sin (fols. lb--16a) and the work enti
tled Salawat shifii al-amraq (fols. l 7b--l 16a). 

Mul)ammad Muqlm's seal-prints of the second type on 
fols. l 5a, l 7b, and l l 6a. 

15. PNS 298 

~~~Li.. 
80 fols., 20.0 x 12.0 cm. Yellowish, glossy Oriental 

paper (paper on fols. 44 and 51 of pink colour), 16 lines per 
page. Cursory nasta 'liq, red and blue frames. Muqawwa 
binding painted in red and green with gild stamped medal
lions and pendants. 

The MS was copied in 1157 /1744 by Bii 'Alf for Khan 
Mul)ammad. The first leaf was added in the nineteenth 

century, and the text on it was probably written by 
Mul)ammad Muqlm. 

The book contains Qi!fa!! al-lfusaynl composed by 
Mul)ammad l;Iusayn b. al-Baql al-Bukhari. There are 
two seal-prints on fol. 77b, one of them is Muhammad 
Muqlm's (the first type). The legend of the seco~d seal
print is illegible. 

16. PNS 180 

(5~..l J~ ..>¥1 ~ 
II+ 287 +I fols., 25.5 X 17.5 cm. Thin, glossy Oriental 

paper and thin European paper of different colours, 19 lines 
per page. Text in two columns, golden and blue frame: 
19.0 X 11.5 cm. Fine nasta 'liq, headings in red ink. Five 
'wnvans (fols. 2b, 54b, 122b, 193b, and 233b). Also copied 
by Bukharian calligrapher Yiinus Khwaja in 1280/1863-
64 (fol. 53b). Central Asian binding of thick green leather 
with stamped medallions and pendants bearing the name of 
the master: Mirza Fay<;lallah ~al)l)af. 

The book contains five poems - Khamsa - by Amir 
Khusraw Dihlawl. 

No seal-prints, but additions made in Muhammad 
Muqlm's hand can be seen on fols. la and 287a. O~ fol. Ia 
there is a qa!flda of 42 bayts "in praise of the Prophet", 
dated by 1282/1865-66. On fol. 287a we find a mu 'amma 
containing the date when the copying of the book was fin
ished ( 1281 /1864-65), with the explanation where 
Mul)ammad Muqlm calls himself the author of this 
mu'amma. 
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17. PNS 296 

~ .. ,.,l.J._JJ yl '-"'""l.; *-
I+ 216 fols., 20.0 X 13~0 cm. Thick, glossy Oriental 

paper of yellowish colour, 13 lines per page. Cursory 
nasta "liq, some words in red ink. Copied on 30 Rabi' II 
1126/14May 1714. Muqawwa binding of green colour 
with gild stamped medallions and pendants. 

The book contains Chihil namus by I;>iya al
Din Nakhshabi (d. 75111350-51). The beginning is miss
ing. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-prints of the first and second 
types on fols. I b and 2 l 9b. 

18. PNS 175 

jW.':11 ~I t" ~J ~I-> ~ .. )J 
("'Another history by Raqim with the Anis al-Ushshaq"). 
The word "another" is used here, since there is one more 
"History" by Raqim in the inventory which, however, is not 
found in our collection. 

277 fols. + (5 blank fols. at the beginning)+ ( 4 blank 
fols. between fols. 250 and 251) + (5 blank fols. at the end), 
27.5 X 27.7 cm. Grey Oriental paper, 15 lines per page. 
Central Asian nasta "llq, black ink, headings and dates in 
red. Copied in 128111864 (fols. 250a and 277a). Muqawwa 

claret-coloured binding with green medallions and pen
dants. 

Contents: 

fols. lb--250b: Tarlkh-i Raqim by Sharaf al-Din 
'Alam b. Akhilnd Mulla Farhad; 

fols. 251 b--277a: Anis al-ushshaq by J:lasan b. 
MuJ:iammad SharafRami. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-prints of the first and second 
types on fols. I b, 250b, and 277a. 

19. PNS 192 

.::>J+' .uly.t 
I+ 232 fols., 24.5 X 16.0 cm. Glossy Oriental paper, 

17 lines per page. Folios 198-200, 17 blank folios at the 
end, and 7 blank leaves at the beginning of thin Oriental 
paper of later time. Nasta "liq with Arabic quotations in 
naskh. some words in red ink. Text within golden and blue 
frame: ca. 16.5 x 9.0 cm. 'Unwan on fol. lb. The last three 

leaves were added in 1286/1869-70, most obviously to
gether with the new muqawwa binding which bears the 
name of the master: Mirza Fay<;lallah ~aJ:il.iaf. 

The MS contains Shawahid a/-nubuwwa li-raqwiyat 
yaqln ah/ al-futuwwa by 'Abd al-RaJ:iman Jami. 

On fol. I b MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-print of the first 
type (on the 'unwan ). 

20. PNS 321 

d..l.!_l...::,J .j ~l.; c.s_,.il..> t" ~~ 
478 fols., 20.0 x 12.0 cm. Fols. l--456 - thin, white, 

glossy Oriental paper and European paper of different col
ours, fols. 457--475 (two leafs stuck together) - thick 
European paper of different colours. I 3 lines per page: 
fols. 6b--127a, 138b--344b in two columns, 
fols. 128b--138a - in tree columns, fols. 346b--455a -
in four columns. 

Mostly fine calligraphic small-size shikasta. Copied by 
Yunus Khwaja Katib from Bukhara. On fols. 5b--92b and 
346b--455a text in gold and blue frame. Two 'unwans on 
fols. 6b and 346b. There are two signatures of Yunus 
Khwaja on fols. 345a and 455a. The first signature has the 
date - 1278/1861-62. 

Contents: 
1) fols. 2b--5b: tmjl'band by MuJ:iammad Muqim; a 

poem by the same author, and another poem by Anwari 
(d. 585/1189 or 587/1191 ). Copied by MuJ:iammad Muqim; 

2) fols. 6b--93b: Diwan by the famous Persian poet 
'Abd al-Qadir Bidil; 

3) fols. 94b--137a: qa~ldas by 'Abd al-Qadir Bidil; 
4) fols. 138b--345a: another Diwan by Bidil; 

5) fol. 345b: a prayer dated by 128311866--67; 

6) fol. 346a: the inventory of MuJ:iammad Muqim's 
collection; 

7) fols. 346b--455a: Yusuf wa Zulaykha by Na:;::im 
Harawi b. Shah Ri<;la Sabzawari; 

8) fol. 455b: a poem in Uzbek copied by MuJ:iamn1ad 
Muqim; 

9) fols. 456a--475b: ruba'iyat by different authors; 

IO) fols. 476--477: poems copied by MuJ:iammad 
Muqim. 

MuJ:iammad Muqim's seal-prints of all the three types 
on fols. 93b, 94a, 137a, 345a, and 455a. 

21. PNS 219 

(I .J-> ':/I .:.>A J-i (y.t 
330 fols., 24.0 x 14.0 cm. Oriental and European paper 

of white, red, pink, and blue colours. The MS is copied in 
one hand, however, the number of lines per page varies in 
different parts. There is also text in the margins. Fol. 64 b 

bears the date of copying - $afar 1221 /April-May 1806, 
the place-name Kish, and the name of transcriber - Tursiln 
MuJ:iammad b. Nazr MuJ:iammad. There are also two other 
dates: 1222/1807-1808 (fol. 246a) and 7 Dhil'l-J:Iijja 
1223/24 February 1809 (fol. 253a). Muqawwa binding of 
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green colour with gild stamped medallions, pendants and 
black, red, and yellow frames. The pendants are with the 
name of the master: Mirza Faycfal/ah ~aqqaf 

Contents: 

1) fols. 1-3: different poems in one of which the name 
of' Ashiir 'AH is mentioned. The poem on fol. 3a is devoted 
to the months of the Muslim lunar calendar; 

2) fols. 4b-64b: Nuzhat al-anvah by Ruqn al-Din 
J:!usaynl b. 'Alim J:!usaynl, known as Fakhr al-Sadat 
J:!usaynl ( d. 718I1318 or 729I1329). 19 lines per page, also 
text in the margins; 

3) fols. 65b-l 78a: Diwan by MuJ:iyl al-Din 'Abd al
Qadir Gilani. Text in two columns, 21 lines per page; 

4) fols. 65b-72b: Maktiibat by MuJ:iyl al-Din 'Abd al
Qadir Gilani (the text is written in the margins); 

5) fols. 73b-l 04a: Tu/Jfat-i Qadir/, a biography of 
MuJ:iyl al-Din 'Abd al-Qadir Gilani; 

6) fols. 180b-246a: Diwan by J:!afi'.? (d. 791/ 1389). 
Text in two columns, 21 lines per page. Also text in the 
margins; 

7) fols. 246b-253b: Farhang-i Dlwan-i hadrat-i Hafiz, 
a glossary to the Diwan by J:!afi'.?. 21 lines per page, also 
text in the margins; 

8) fols. 254b-327: Diwan by Jami. 
The manuscript has no seal-prints. It was identified 

only by the detailed description of its contents in PNS 39 
(see Appendix 2, No. 30). 

22. PNS 189 

u:,.._p.ll cJ1S or ~y.tll u:,.._p.ll cJ1S or u:,.._p.ll cJ1S 
~I 

138 fols, 26.5 X 16.5 cm. Thick Oriental paper. The 
book presents a collection of several works copied in dif
ferent, rather cursory Central Asian scripts. There is the 
date 1246/1830-31 on fol. 53b and the names of two tran
scribers are mentioned: Hajji 'Abd al-Karim b. 'Abd al
RaJ:ilm (on fol. 123a), and Qurban Karam! Hajji Sayyid (on 
fol. 53b). Muqawwa binding with medallions and pendants 
painted in different colours. 

Contents: 
1) fols. 2b-8b: lexicon (farhang) of the Diwan of 

J:!afi'.?; 
2) fols. 9a-53b: Futii~1 al-qaramain, a poem by MuJ:iyl 

al-Din Lari (d. 933/1526). There are 14 miniatures depict
ing the holy places in Mecca and Medina. Copied in 

1247/1830--31, the transcriber Qurban Karam! Hajji 
Sayyid; 

3) fols. 54b-104a: Wiza 'i Madina comprising 
7 plans of the holy places in Medina; 

4) fols. 105b-123a: Facja'i/-i Makka wa Madina, a 
writing on the pilgrimage to J:!ijaz, with the name of the 
transcriber on fol. 123a - 'Abd al-Karim b. 'Abd al
RaJ:ilm; 

5) fols. 124b-133a: farhang of three parts (ma{labs), 
which comprises idioms; 

6) fols. 134b-138b: al-Nuqa( mukhta~ar al-wiqaya by 
'Abdallah b. Mas'iid b. Taj al-Shari'a. 

Two seal-prints of the second type on fols. 53b and 
104a. A mashq written in 1247/1831-32 by 'Abd al
'A'.?lm b. 'Abd al-Mu'min Marghinanl is attached to the in
ner side of the upper cover. 

23. PNS 315 

._,.b_, l.JJ'_,..,, ulY-.l 
I+ 222 fols., 19.5 x 12.5 cm. Glossy Oriental paper 

covered with gold and silver splashes. Calligraphic 
nasta 'liq. Text in three columns, blue and golden frames. In 
the columns close to the margins lines are situated diago
nally. Five 'unwans (fols. lb, 68b, 136b, 152b, and 180b). 
The end is missing, lacunae after fols. 6, 135, 184, 189, and 
220. Nineteenth-century restoration. Muqawwa binding 
made by Mirza Fayc;lallah ~aJ:iJ:iaf (see fig. 2). The MS com
prises K111/iyat by Kamal al-Din al-Bafql WaJ:ishL 

* 

Analysing the discovered manuscripts from the collec
tion of MuJ:iammad Muqlm, and those mentioned by the 
owner but not found in the library, we reveal that the circle 
of topics covered by the collection is very wide: tafslrs, 
!iadith literature, legends about the prophets, works onfiqh, 
religious treatises, writings on Sufism, 4 books on history, 
entertaining prose, and poetry. The collection produces an 
impression that its owner sought to bring together the sam
ples of almost all literary genres existing. One can also no
tice that the choice of the books has some local peculiari
ties. Here we find the works dealing with the Central Asian 

Contents: 
1) fols. lb-52a: qa~ayid; 
2) fols. 52b-68a: qi{ 'a, marath/; 
3) fols. 68b-136a: ghaza/iyar, ruba'iyat, tarklbbands; 
4) fols. 136b-152a: the poem lfu/1-i barln; 
5) fols. 152b-180a: the poem Farhad wa Shlrln; 
6) fols. 180b-220b: the poem "Naz;lr wa Man;;iir; 
7) fols. 221 a-222b: qija ·. 
MuJ:iammad Muqlm's seal-prints of the third type on 

fols. 68a, l 36a, l 80a, l 50a, and 222b. 

* 

rulers, $iifi orders, powerful in this region, and poems by 
poets popular in Central Asia. 

16 of the 23 manuscripts from the collection have the 
precise date of copying. All of them cover the period from 
sixteenth to nineteenth century, the earliest being Mu 'In 
Miskln's tafslr entitled !fad a 'iq al-qaqa 'iq (PNS 20), and 
the latest - Ma ·arij al-nubuwwa by Mu'ln Miskin (PNS 1) 
and Diwan by 'AH-Shir Nawa'I (TNS 9), both copied in 
1864-65. PNS 1 and TNS 9 both are of a very big format 
and their bindings were made in the workshop of Mirza 
Fayc;lallah. 
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More than a half of the manuscripts were copied in 
calligraphic scripts, nine of them have the name of the 
copyists: 

PNS 39 - "Abd al-'Azlm b. 'Abd al-Mu'min Mar-
ghinanl, MuJ:iammad Muqlm; 

PNS 198 - Mirza ·1~matallah Munshi al-Bukhari; 
PNS 1 - one of the copyists is MuJ:iammad Muqlm; 
PNS 298 - Bii 'Air; 
PNS 219 - Tursiin MuJ:iammad b. Naz MuJ:iammad; 
PNS 180, PNS 321, and ANS 243 - the famous nine-

teenth-century Bukharian calligrapher Yiinus Khwaja. 
The MS PNS 285 should be marked out especially, 

since it presents a collection of illuminated works and the 
samples of calligraphy of the sixteenth-nineteenth centu
ries. 

Almost all the manuscripts have leather or pasteboard 
Central Asian bindings, 8 of them bear the name of the 
master. Of these 8 bindings 6 have the stamp with the name 
of Mirza Fay9allah ~aJ:iJ:iaf (PNS 1, PNS 180, PNS 192, 
PNS 219, PNS 315, and TNS 9). This master seems to have 
been very prolific one at the time preceding the capture of 
Shahrisabz, and probably some time after it also. Prelimi
nary examination shows that there are no less than 13 his 
bindings in the holdings of the Manuscript Department of 
the NLR. The workshop used to make bindings both for 
new and old manuscripts which needed restoration (for 
example, PNS 315). 

Unfortunately, we couldn't find any information con
cerning the owner of this collection in literary sources, and 
actually we didn't pursue this aim. It was most interesting to 
extract some knowledge about the collector from the codi
ces of his own. 

It is known that his full name was Mirza MuJ:iammad 
Muqlm b. MuJ:iammad Amln-jan Kishi (PNS 39). Most 
probably he originated from Kish (the old name of 
Shahrisabz), or lived there for a long time as his nisba 
shows. Evidently he was in Kish shortly before the capture 
of the town, for that is the place where his manuscripts 
were acquired. He might be a scribe or a secretary by pro
fession, or simply an educated man as the title mlrzii shows. 
In any case he had a professional handwriting by which he 
copied out some works in PNS 39, ANS 243, and PNS 1. 
On fol. I of PNS 194 he wrote as a sort of exercise a for
mula usual in official documents: "Present at the maj/is 
of Bahadur Khudayar brk Kamil-jan, Baba-jan, Mirza 
Muqlm-jan". 

The contents of the library indicates that he was an 
educated person of versatile interests. He was especially 
concerned with the matters of religion. Religious works 
take a major part of his collection. It is worthy a note that 
most of the works transcribed by him are of religious or 
~iiff contents. In many manuscripts we can see prayers 
written in his hand. Strange is, however, the fact that, ac
cording to the inventories, he had not a complete copy of 
the Qur'an in his library (or, possibly, if he had one, he 
didn't consider it necessary to mention). 

But the literary interests of the collector were not lim
ited only to writings on religion and mysticism. There were 
also several historical works in his collection - Tiirlkhci 
Riiqim, Tiirikh-i 'Abdallah Khiinl, Tlmiir-niima by Hatm -
and several copies of works related to entertaining litera
ture, such as Bahiir-i diinish by Shaykh 'Inayatallah Kanbii 

and the book which MuJ:iammad Muqlm calls "Mal!.fil-arii 
by Sayyid MaJ:imiid Turkman". 

He seems to have been also a great lover of poetry, his 
favourite poets being 'Air-Shir Nawa 'I, • Abd al-Qadir 
Brdil, Shawkat, Amir Khusraw Dihlawr. MuJ:iammad 
Muqlm was not only a connoisseur of literature, he wrote 
verses himself. Some of them are represented on the blank 
pages of MSS TNS 9 (Dlwiin by 'Air-Shir Nawa'r) and 
PNS 321 (Dlwiin by Brdil). The verses are mostly poems of 
traditional lyric contents, but one of them can provide us 
some information about the author. It presents a playful 
dialogue between the author and his beloved who asks him 
questions about his origins. The answers are for the most 
part given in a negative form: "I am not from Jam, I am not 
from Barn", etc. But the author also says: "I am Kishi by 
origin, I am from Qaraqiil". Probably MuJ:iammad Muqlm 
had lived for some time in the Qaraqiil area of the Bukhara 
emirate. Further, we learn from his answers that he was Ta
jik (not Uzbek or Turkmen). This fact seems to be con
firmed by almost a total lack of manuscripts in Arabic and 
Old Uzbek (except for ANS 243 and TNS 9). 

Presumably MuJ:iammad Muqlm's favourite poet was 
'Abd al-Qadir Brdil. His devotion to this author Mirza 
MuJ:iammad Muqlm expresses in the same poem copied 
in TNS 9: 

._kt.. !'""" 01.h.J ~ ~ ~ 
J~ •..l.i.i J.._y. JJ 04- ) ~ 

I am not inclined to the poems of other people, 
From the whole of my heart I am BTdil's slave. 

MuJ:iammad Muqlm is also an author of a quatrain rep
resenting the chronogram on a completion of copying of 
Amir Khusraw's Khamsa (PNS 180), provided with his 
commentary on how to decipher it. This manuscript was 
copied in 1863-64 by Yiinus Khwaja. 

MuJ:iammad Muqlm showed interest in manuscripts not 
only from the point of view of their contents. Certainly, he 
also paid much attention to the quality of scripts and MSS' 
decoration. Mirza Muqlm must have been an admirer of 
calligraphy. Among his 23 codices there are 3 (PNS 180, 
PNS 321, and ANS 243) copied by a well-known calligra
pher Yiinus Khwaja who also originated from Kish [6]. The 
calligrapher was his contemporary. And here we must once 
more mention MS PNS 285 presenting a number of sam
ples of calligraphy, as well as illuminated extracts taken 
from the sixteenth-seventeenth centuries manuscripts, 
which were restored and bound as one codex. As men
tioned above, MuJ:iammad Muqlm ordered new bindings for 
old and damaged manuscripts . 

So the reconstruction of the private library of Mu
J:iammad Muqlm gives us a rare possibility to have notion 
of the repertory of reading of a nineteenth-century educated 
Tajik, inhabitant of the Bukhara emirate. 

Apart from the Shahrisabz portion, the Kaufman col
lection includes also manuscript collections of the Khiva 
and Kokand khiins, which entered the library correspond
ingly in 1874 and 1876. As a whole, the Kaufman collec
tion amounting about 300 codices and 200 documents pres
ents can serve a valuable source for the study of book cul
ture in the nineteenth-century Central Asia. 
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Appendix 1 

The first type seal-pri11t 

The seco11d type seal-pri11t 

The third type seal-pri11t 
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Appendix 2 

Call. PNS PNS PNS PNS PNS Nos. Titles Nos. 39 169 198 281 321 

I. J-" 11 i 'jS' + 

.J./ J/ 11 r'YS' + 

2. Jl..;o_,>- J) .h.;.: ~ 'Ul'y ~ PNS + 
20 

~ 'Ul'y u ~ J) J..,.. ..:->._;,Li.DI ._;,Li>-~ + 

JL.;,_,.,.,. !lA· ¥ ~ wl'.r ~ + 

Jl..;o _,>- ) f} ~ \;') y J..,.. ..:-> ._;,Li.DI ._;,Li>- p--Z + 

Jl..;o_,>-) f} ~ ~ 'U')y J..,.. ..:-o ._;,Li.DI ._;,Li>-~ + 

3. ..!..l,.:.<.o. + 

11r'YS'..!..l,.:.<.o. + + + + 

4. ~ .;J.)_,i ._,..;)II u\>..A; PNS + 
194 

cil, .r-.J. .r" \; .r" ~ .;J.) _,.:. ._,..;)II u\>..A; + 

~ .;J.) yi. J/ ._,..;)II u\>..A; + 

.s ft' ~l5:, J..,.. .J..i"->I J, _,..L>. .s} y ._,..;)11 u\>..A; + + 

5. ..:..il>....!..J PNS + 
39 

il,J-1 .:.# j' ul>....:. J + 

c? ) uY.\,J c? )I ...,_:.\,; ) .,_,; _,;;. -,...iL. e:<I} ul>....:. J + 

)~ .sL...o 

[ IJJ )ii ..:...,. ) ...,_:.\.; ) ~J, C:'I} .,_,; };- ..,_...;L. ) ul>....:. J + 

_,..L>. c>}y) uY.wJ c? 

c? CIJJ )II "-"') )I ...,_:.\,; ) C:'I} .,_,; _,;;. -,...iL.) ul>....:. J 

.s~ JJ1.) .s'JJ 'Ul'y ~ J, JL..J _,..L>. c>Jl'.r) uY.wJ + 

6. 11 ~ ljy ¥ r1)-1 ~ rtS:..-l'1 ~ PNS + 
198 

.r:-- 11 ~ ljy J..,.. ..:-> il)-1 ~ itS:..- )II ~ + 

7. ..,,..:; ,1J)1 c? PNS + + + + 
286 

,1J)1 c?.......; + 

8. JW; , r" .si} JU'- PNS + 
169 

JW) >r" ..t,- ,_,1) JU'- + 

I}~ + 

9. ,; .. ;i, J4' PNS + + + + + 
214 

10. c_IJJ )II ..:...,. ; ,jv + + 

CIJJ )II "-"') + 
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Nos. Titles 
Call. PNS PNS PNS PNS PNS 
Nos. 39 169 198 281 321 

II. Jl>- .1, \..>.,? t'}' PNS + + + + + 
205 

12. ,,_ll ...,_..,,.,. + + + 

,,_ll ...,_..,,.,. t'J\; + 

:,...i1...,...,,.,. + 

13 '-"'f _,,.., .; J)), Jly.> TNS + + 
9 

'-"'f ft'' J1y., + 

'-"'f .; JJJ, J'y., + 

'-"'f Jly.> + 

14. i_..,1.:5' tf .I' jl .!.b.- .;J)), PNS + 
I 

;,Ai .6- .:-. J., 4' \.:) t _,; .I' jl .!.b.- + 

.; J)), .!.b.- + + + 

15. __....;:;L>- V'}y ..,1.;J_,...,; PNS + + + 
309 

..,1.;J_,...,; + + 

16 JL,_r-:- _,>- .r<.,_J.., ) Js-_,,.. _b.: ..,.,\.:) .u.,,._.s:, PNS + + 
285 

'5 _?-.,, ~ _,>- ) Js- _,,.. _b.: .!.b.- + 

Js- _,,.. .h.>- .:-.> .!.b.- .u.,,._.s:, + + 

17 J_r l.;'iy Jly.> PNS + 
317 

J_r Jly.> + + + 

Js- _,,.. J'-", 1 ..c,i.....; c: J .r J'-", + 

18. r-i'J t'J\; + + + + + 

19. '-"'f '"'"'pl '"'"'yS + + 

ypl Yy + + + 

20. )> ...,_:,L.- J.i.,. \j)>" Jly.> + 

J.i.,. 'jft" Jly.> + 

...,_:,L.- c: J.i.,. \j)>" Jly.> + 

21 _jol_,..'il 1.4..:. ul_,L. ANS + + 
243 

.._,,.\_,>- ._r>y. _b.: .j>l/'il \.i...:JI ul_,L. + 

._,,. \ _,>- ._r> y. _b.: \.i...:JI ul _,L. + + 

22_ ul_,,.;i-1 _}'i> ul_,L. + + + 

23 <,;y ..;y- -,..;c.. PNS + + 
298 

..;~ -,..i\;.. + + + 
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Call. PNS PNS PNS PNS PNS Nos. Titles Nos. 39 169 198 281 321 

24. <.S _,i.., ),,.--> _,,..1 ,,_;.. PNS + + 
180 

) ,,.--> _,,..1 ,,_;.. + + + 

25. ~ yl;j yl J'Yl. ~ PNS + + + 
296 

J'Yl.~ + + 

26. JL!.'~I ._,.,;1 t:' .f.,> ~IJ t'}; PNS + (+) 
175 

..u., ..:.!, ;> J~ ':ii ._,.,;1 .JL...) ) ~I) t'J\; + 

27. .J..,> 01_,j.I _}.':I> + 

--'<r 01..c,L....i er t:' 01_,).I J<':i> + 

~ ;> y;S' 01_,.Lo 01_,j.I _}.':/> + + 

28. .Jv' J.},,,:. 0,,.,; ..u1y. PNS + 
192 

29. 01..c, L....i ) 0\5:; ) ~l. ..s _r.. t:' ..),.~ PNS + 
321 

..c,L....i t:' 0\5:; ~l. <.S .r- J-'o> jly.> + 

...,,.1-"' ._r, .Y- .b- ..:.,.....> ..c,L....i t:' 0\5:; ~l. <.S .r- J-'o> jly.> + 

30. c.' ')"' ~ :i c.r- PNS 
219 

_f u ;..> "' Y·' 

.,,, )" 0 ;..> "' y.' 

,;,_I..,.; t .s" '5:;.,... "' }'.' 
.,,, )" 0 ;..> .!.).:.>. j 

.. 0\,~ 

.. 0\..'Vv 

..u., ..:.!, ;> ._,.,l.;5' ..:....0 J.i + 

e1)) ':1 1 .:.J>; er + -r 

31. ;_,....11 ~.)-1 e.P PNS + 
189 

~_,.:JI ~.)-le_,.:i + 

~.)-1 e.P + 

32. ~)l.':iyJly.> PNS + 
315 

...... ) ..c,L....i t:' ~) l.':iy jly.> + 

..c,L....i t:' ~) jly.> + 

33. 
t.......er + + 

34. '"-<_r.> j)I -5' ..s')J l.':iy..:...,,, ;>.JI.....; + 

35. elJ;':il J<':i> (~) w; + + 

36. ....;._y. :..,.J. + 
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